Smith of Wootton Major

A charming new pocket edition of one of
Tolkiens major pieces of short fiction, and
his only finished work dating from after
publication of The Lord of the Rings.What
began as a preface to The Golden Key by
George MacDonald eventually grew into
this charming short story, so named by
Tolkien to suggest an early work by P.G.
Wodehouse. Composed almost a decade
after The Lord of the Rings, and when his
lifelong occupation with the Silmarillion
was winding down, Smith of Wootton
Major was the product of ripened
experience and reflection. It was published
in 1967 as a small hardback, complete with
charming black and white illustrations by
Pauline Baynes, and would be the last work
of fiction to be published in Tolkiens own
lifetime.Now, almost 50 years on, this
enchanting tale of a wanderer who finds his
way into the perilous realm of Faery is
being published once again as a pocket
hardback. Contained here are many
intriguing links to the world of
Middle-earth, as well as to Tolkiens other
tales, and this new edition is enhanced with
a facsimile of the illustrated first edition, a
manuscript of Tolkiens early draft of the
story, notes and an alternate ending, and a
lengthy essay on the nature of Faery.

Smith of Wootton Major [J. R. R. Tolkien, Pauline Baynes] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Smith of
Wootton Major Illustrated By PaulineSmith of Wootton Major has 2855 ratings and 187 reviews. Bookdragon Sean
said: This tale is magical and enchanting but for me it seemed incomplete. WellSmith of Wootton Major (expanded
edition) J.R.R. Tolkien. Edited by Verlyn Flieger. HarperCollins 2005. Do not read this! Not yet. It is characteristic of
J.R.R. - 16 min - Uploaded by Tolkien LoreWe all know Tolkien wrote The Lord of the Rings, and many of us are
familiar with the ng fantasies by J.R.R. Tolkien, beloved author of THE HOBBIT. In SMITH OF WOOTTON MAJOR,
Tolkien explores the gift of fantasy, and what it means to the lifeSmith of Wootton Major is a late work by J. R. R.
Tolkien, about a smith who received, when a young child, a magical star that let him travel in the Land of Faerie A
pocket edition of Tolkiens Smith of Wootton Major was published today. It is edited by Tolkien scholar Verlyn Flieger
and illustrated bySmith of Wootton Major, first published in 1967, is a short story by J. R. R. Tolkien. The book grew
out of an attempt to explain the meaning of Faery by means ofSmith of Wootton Major is a short story about a boy who
gets a fay-star in a slice of cake during the Twenty-Four Feast, and explores Faery during the time before: Smith of
Wootton Major (Audible Audio Edition): J. R. R. Tolkien, Derek Jacobi, HarperCollins Publishers Limited:
Books.Tolkiens Smith of Wootton. Verlyn. Th. exchange originates from two recent published analyses of Tolkiens late
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short story, Smith of Wootton Major, by VerlynWootton Major it was called because it was larger than Wootton Minor,
a few miles away deep in the trees but it was not very large, though it was at that timeSmith of Wootton Major [J R R
Tolkien] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A charming new pocket edition of one of Tolkiens major pieces
ofThere was a village once, not very long ago for those with long memories, nor very far away for those with long legs.
Wootton Major it was called because it wasComposed almost a decade after The Lord of the Rings, and when his
lifelong occupation with the Silmarillion was winding down, Smith of Wootton Major wasSmith of Wootton Major &
Farmer Giles of Ham by J.R.R. Tolkien and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now
atSmith of Wootton Major, first published in 1967, is a novella by J. R. R. Tolkien. Contents. [hide]. 1 Background 2
Plot summary 3 Themes 4 ReferencesSmith of Wootton Major [J R R Tolkien] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. A charming new pocket edition of one of Tolkiens major pieces of
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